The work of the STBA has to some extent changed the discourse around this topic. The STBA’s 2012 report
Responsible Retroﬁt of Traditional Buildings, commissioned by DECC, highlighted the possible impacts of single
focus energy retroﬁt measures and policies on health and heritage as well as the environment and energy use.
The report concluded that health (of people and buildings) and heritage (which means connection with the past,
community and beauty) are not just nice add-ons. They are as essential for sustainability as carbon emissions
reduction.
The report also noted that most problems in retroﬁt occurred not in single building elements but either at
interfaces between elements, technologies or building processes, or through interactions between measures,
people and buildings. Many of these effects are not fully understood and much of the information upon which
we base our design, construction and use is uncertain or lacking. Some of this uncertainty is due to the fact
that buildings and people behave differently in different environmental, social and economic contexts. Any new
approach must therefore recognise systemic effects in buildings, take account of context and actively address
uncertainty.
The STBA developed the concept of Responsible Retroﬁt, which has holistic aims (health of the occupants and
building, energy and environment, and heritage and community), is based on the context of the building and
takes into account uncertainty, the complexity of interactions and embraces conﬂicting values. It is necessarily
a learning-based, joined-up approach in which all parts of the process of retroﬁt (including procurement,
assessment, design, installation, use and maintenance) are engaged – in other words it is a genuine whole house
approach. The STBA also emphasises the need to integrate retroﬁt (i.e. change) with memory and maintenance
(continuity of understanding and practice).
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